
Sony and Atomos create FS5 II Apple ProRes RAW and Atomos 
Shogun Inferno kit at $5595 with $645 limited time discount.

Melbourne, Australia – 01 June 2018 – A new deal shows the power of two of big 
announcements from this year's NAB. Atomos announced Apple ProRes RAW recording on 
the Shogun Inferno and Sumo 19 monitor/ recorders - taking the RAW output of leading 
cinema cameras and capturing it into the high quality RAW codec. 

Meanwhile, Sony unveiled the new FS5 II cinema camera, which has the ability to output 
FS-RAW over SDI out of the box. 

Now Sony and Atomos have worked together to ensure that combination can record pristine 
ProRes RAW video at up to 4kp60 continuously, or 4kp120 in burst mode. It can also record 
ProRes RAW at 2kp240 from the full S35 sensor area for stunning high speed filming. 

The resulting files are small enough to be manageable, yet still offer incredible flexibility 
when grading. This makes the FS5 II and Shogun Inferno a natural pairing that unlocks 
huge creative potential for users at a ground-breaking price point. 

New FS5 II and Shogun Inferno co-promotion launched at Cinegear
With the FS5 II now shipping, Sony and Atomos are announcing a co-promotional offer in 
the US, Europe, Middle East and Africa that represents a saving of $645. 

To qualify, customers must purchase either a Sony PXW-FS5M2 or PXW-FS5M2K, at the 
same time as an Atomos Shogun Inferno with accessory kit from an authorised dealer.

Key features and selling points 
The FS5 II has a Super35 sensor, wide dynamic range for pristine HDR, and the amazing 
electronic variable ND filter and Sony E-mount for access to the widest range of lenses. 
Atomos monitor/recorders are the only ProRes RAW monitoring and recording solutions for 
the Sony FS5 II. 

As well as ProRes RAW, the FS-RAW output of a Shogun Inferno-equipped FS5 II can 
record 4k and 2k in several other popular codecs. 

The combination can record CDNG RAW at up to 4kp30 or 2kp120, or 10-bit 422 Apple 
ProRes or Avid DNxHR at up to DCI 4kp60 continuous, DCI 4kp120 burst or 2kp240 
continuous high speed. These options unlock a truly creative workflow.

The AtomHDR engine and Atomos monitoring tools make evaluating and exposing FS5 II 
images easy - both for HDR and SDR. When they're combined with Sony's S-Log 2 and S-
Log 3 picture profile options, the user can monitor the FS5 II RAW output on the Shogun 
Inferno with over 10 stops of dynamic range shown on-screen. 

http://www.atomos.com/proresraw
http://www.atomos.com/proresraw
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This is 95% of what the camera's sensor 'sees' and viewing this allows DPs and camera 
operators to make e accurate creative decisions at the time of shooting. The same S-Log 
profiles also provide highly flexible post production, perfect for producing beautiful HDR 
imagery.

In addition to the S-Log profile Sony now offers Hybrid Log Gamma (HLG) HDR and 
BT.2020 output that the Shogun Inferno can display, record and playback correctly using 
AtomHDR. HLG is perfect when a fast turnaround is needed.

Creative LUTs can be easily applied to S-Log, HLG or standard gamma images for preview. 
These can also be burned into the video file when recording ProRes 422 or DNxHR if a 
baked-in look is required.

For viewing downstream the SDI or HDMI inputs from the FS5 II can also be looped out of 
the Shogun Inferno in 4K, or down-converted to HD. This allows the use of electronic 
viewfinders, wireless transmitters or other production monitors a breeze.

For portable on set editing you can simply connect the Atomos Shogun Inferno to a laptop 
for HDR monitoring from your NLE. Back in the studio, or on bigger productions, users can 
also use the 19" Atomos Sumo19 or Sumo19M for HDR or SDR grading. 

Both work seamlessly with S-Log 2 and S-Log3, converting the output to PQ/HDR10, 
HLG or Rec.709 as required and give the user the exact same on set and in studio 
experience.

About Atomos 
Atomos exist to help creative professionals cut through technology barriers by creating easy to use, 
cutting edge products including 4K & HD Monitor-recorders, a pocket size Apple ProRes recorder, 
signal converters & power management solutions. Each product serves a different need but all share 
the common benefit of enabling a faster, higher quality and more affordable production schedule for 
video professionals. We love developing cutting-edge technology that propels the industry forward, 
with unbelievable price points. We’ve always been committed to putting users first, we pioneer 
simple, intuitive interfaces, opening technology up to the entire film-making community through our 
free AtomOS. Atomos is based in Australia with offices in the USA, Japan, China and Germany and 
has a worldwide distribution partner network. Further product information can be found at: 

Website: www.atomos.com   
Facebook: www.facebook.com/AtomosGlobal  
Twitter: @Atomos_News   
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/AtomosVideo  
Vimeo: https://vimeo.com/atomosvideo  
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/atomos_news/ 
Find your local reseller: www.atomos.com/where-to-buy 
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